
The holiday season is costing you a lot of money on extravagant party or gifts. To 
have a cheap trip during the holidays in Vietnam, you can not ignore the helpful 
tips below. 

1. Plan your travel early 
Make travel plans early to get a cheap trip and book hotels in Vietnam online in-advance. 
You should arrange the schedule for his trip, cheap airfares hunting is also a way for you 
to save a large sum. You should book in advance to avoid the monthly time of rising 
demand for tickets. Meanwhile you can try your luck by waiting until the last minute to 
order the cheapest fare. Buy tickets early to ensure your ticket price is the best buy. 
 
2. Selecting flexible time demand for flights during the holidays increased so visitors can 
not choose the best flight for a detailed schedule, especially when you’re looking for a 
flight cheap during peak travel. You need flexibility to change their travel itinerary 
(including flight times and airlines that you choose), to have more opportunities to 
purchase cheap airline tickets for holiday travel by themselves. 
 
3. Consider the airport and visa on arrival Vietnam  
So compare fares between different airports. You always wanted to fly at the nearest 
airport, compare prices between the airport of your favorite airports nearest location. 
The other airports in the region can offer cheaper fares. Flights are cheaper, often do 
not serve the airport is located near. Depending on different fare difference, you might 
save some money even if you have to hire a taxi to get to and from the airport instead. 

4. Book directly with the airline ticket When hunting the holidays, you should the online 
website of the airline to check timing of flights, fares are available and then go directly 
to airlines no booking. Book flights directly with the airline may be canceled (for a fee), 
so you can book the tickets at a lower price in the event of reduced ticket price. 
 
5. Booking travel on the day of the festival on the day of Christmas, to sit at the airport, 
nothing is interesting both but it can help you have the opportunity to earn a cheap 
airfare. Because the demand for airfares in real feast is lower than the day before and 
then. The number of tickets will be offered less. 
 
6. Take a look at other airlines Expand your search coverage in all hunting ticket airline 
that flies your route. Select an airline to select the flights themselves. 
 
7. Should reduce the minimum cost airlines constantly offering more revenues from the 
footrests for charges to check bags. If you’re looking for a cheap trip, avoid these 
charges by pointing to the appropriate luggage chamber plane, put the seat in the main 
cabin and bring a little snack on the plane. 
 

https://www.hotels-in-vietnam.com/
https://getvietnamvisa.com/
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